
Voice of our Trusted Partners 
April 2020, when we did the same “pulse” among SpenglerFox 500 or so clients in the EMEA (Europe, Middle 
East and Africa) region – seems ages ago. Just entering lockdowns in some countries, our partners were 
concerned about how to adapt to the new reality, and keep their businesses running.  

Many even saw a new skillset that was required – we called it a “CNNO – Chief New Normal Officer”, and 
helped our clients form a role descripNon. hOps://www.spenglerfox.com/blog/job-profile-chief-new-
normal-officer/ 

Today, as most severe restricNons are being liVed in most countries, we want to take a moment and look 
back at what has changed aVer these (yes, just less than 3 months!).  

Again, we turned to the same client and sought their intelligence on what has been most dramaNc shiV 
in their respecNve industries or regions during these Nmes. Among consumer goods, technology, 
industrial and life sciences majors operaNng in EMEA we found that: 

• The future of demand for office space is not going to be the same (at least for a while), while 
demand for industrial (warehouse) properNes is on the rise, in part from the boost of online 
commerce 

• Large pharma and lifescience providers will see demand for non-essenNal services/products 
drop in favor of demand for necessiNes. 

• Amid uncertainty in tourism industry, new business models are being discussed (e.g. giving 
customer more flexibility in paying for services later) 

• Educa3on sector is under a big stress, as lockdowns and travel restricNons mean some schools 
will not return to normal for a while. 

• Working from home made apparent which parts of jobs can be oursourced and which funcNons 
need to be kept inhouse 

On top of that the overall uncertainty, that describes every industry sector right now – projects 
postponed, contracts cancelled, targets downgraded.  
There are, however, few aVermath of the pandemic, which we found somewhat encouraging 
from a standpoint of an innovaNve talent consultancy.  

• HR has been deemed the top or near the top of agenda for overwhelming majority of our 
clients 

• Surprise to few, but overall producNvity and engagement working from home was found 
strong 

• Even contact-heavy industries were able to adapt quicker than expected 
• LocalisaNon of talents has experienced a strong push in Nmes when traveling is not 

possible or restricted 

QuesNon prevailing right now is – where do we go further? Most experts agree is it yet to 
early to answer, but many shared their opinions with us, which we value and would like to 
bring to your consideraNon.  

We will keep doing the “pulse” and sharing insights that appear to be interesNng with you.

How Did Industries 
& Regions in EMEA Change

https://www.spenglerfox.com/blog/job-profile-chief-new-normal-officer/
https://www.spenglerfox.com/blog/job-profile-chief-new-normal-officer/


Notable Quotes

HRD, EMEA, Medical Device: 
“Over the years we have made recruitments of local 
execuNves in our organizaNon which in the end were 
not successful, although the finalist made a very high 
effect on the panelists; actually we were impressed 
because they were able to oversale themselves. In 
order to keep more objecNvity, not being distracted 
by the person influence when meeNng face to face, I 
actually consider now on, helped by the covid 
situaNon, running interviews by phone only”. May 
2020.

Chief HR & Diversity & Inclusion Officer 
and Chief Regulatory & Business Affairs 
Officer, Global Insurance Company: 
“In the past years, HR focus was set on retenNon and 
development of talents. The new HR reality shows 
the biggest challenges HR Leaders in MEA anNcipate 
include disengagement & mental health, fear & 
insecurity, producNvity & communicaNon. 
CompensaNon ranks at the lower end when people 
are glad to sNll have a job. Silver linings abound in 
terms of empathy, humanity, flexibility & inclusion.  

Key i s to e n ga ge e m p l oye e s w i t h c l e a r 
communicaNon and celebrate recogniNon.” 

CHRO, Global Food Producer: 
“We would like to explore openness among external 
talent as some industries struggle and we are 
interested in talent especially in areas such as 
logisNcs, supply chain or procurement.  

AutomoNve sector has been very difficult for us to 
compete with and now we seem to have much more 
aOracNon for potenNal candidates”

CHRO, Global Grocery Retail: 
“We have been surprised how many People from 
companies like Booking.com have approached us 
directly. In the past we struggled to aOract role for 
AI, BI or data scienNsts however we have completely 
different experience today.  

We want to use the crisis to backfill some of the 
roles we know we don’t have a strong pool of 
internal candidates” 

President Mining Company:  
“the new organizaNon stands in two colours: Team 
Blue and Team Red…to respect the distances and the 
number of people able to enter a site. I do not 
believe, at least for mulNnaNonal organisaNons like 
our, dealing with teams in Asia, Africa, Europe or 
Australia, in distance based relaNons where all will 
go through ZOOM and peers: imagine a board room, 
imagine a candidate interview, where you have to 
assess, as a westerner, the reacNon, feeling or 
thinking of say, someone from China?  

Technically impossible today when the band width is 
not sufficient at all to support all the videos and 
large computer programs“

Group VP Operations, IVD:  
“before the Covid, we had a very restricted – 1 day a 
month – home office policy. Since then, obviously we 
had no other choice….and now some people are 
reluctant to come back to the office full Nme…either 
because they discover and love home office or 
because they are afraid of going into the public 
transportaNon.” May 2020


